Literacy:

Maths:

 We will practise our reading and phonic skills
daily.
 We will develop our writing, making sure we
form our letters correctly sitting them on a
line.
 We will create our own rhyming strings linked
to our class story-The Little Red Hen.
 We will create our own storyboards to retell
the story of The Little Red Hen using actions to
help us.
 Make a list of ingredients to make bread and
follow instructions when making bread.
 To work on building simple sentences
remembering a capital letter and full stop.
 Read a selection of poems and recite a
favourite one.

 I can count reliably up to 10/20 objects and recognise when
rearranged the number of objects stays the same.
 I can read and write numbers to 10/20 including words.
 I can compare and order numbers to 10/20.
 I can find the number that is one or one less up 10/20.
 I can represent and use number bonds within 10/20.
 I can represent subtraction facts within 10/20.

Year 1 – Autumn Term 1 2017
Amazing Animals!

 We will use the iPads for research in our

topic lessons.
 We will learn about how we can stay
safe online.
 We will use 2Simple software to create a
graph of favourite animals.
 Use the Bee Bots to create a map for the
Little Red Hen.

Art and Design Technology:
PE:
 We will continue to master basic movements in gymnastics–
balancing, agility and co-ordination and apply these to simple
sequences.

Music:
 We will sing harvest songs with poems
and rhymes. We will use percussion
instruments to accompany our singing.
 Sing number rhymes and songs.

 Identify name, describe and talk about a
variety of common animals including
fish, amphibians, reptiles, birds and
mammals.
 Seasonal changes in Autumn. Observe
the changes in trees.( Link to Art)

ICT

Geography:
 Create a map or route that the Little Red Hen
may have taken.
 Use positional language to describe how she
travels. (Maths link)

Science:

Dates for Diary:
Outing to Washington Wetlands-details to follow.

 We plan to make bread and find out the
journey to make flour.
 Use sketch pencils to create step by step
a drawing of a hen.
 Observational drawings of wheat and
seasonal changes.
PSHE-Beginning and Belonging
RE-Harvest

Please note: Your child will be expected to complete one activity of their choice per week on their homework sheet (see overleaf).
 Weekly spellings are given out on Monday to prepare for the test on Friday, along with Maths homework. Please look at these with your child.
 Reading books are changed throughout the week so please ensure your child brings their reading folder in school every day. We invite all parents to read with their child at
home and to record comments in their reading record. We would appreciate any clean empty boxes, yoghurt pots etc for modelling.
 PE is on Wednesday so please ensure all children have their PE kit.

